Kaatsbaan Ballet Intensive 2024

Video Auditions Guidelines

Video auditions will be accepted December 1, 2023 – March 8, 2024. Video footage of performances and/or variations will not be accepted. Your audition should be no more than 10 minutes in length. You will also need to submit a Headshot Photo and a First Arabesque Photo.

You will be asked to submit your video by filling out a google form. The link to this form along with these video audition guidelines will be in your confirmation email after registering.

What to include in your video submission:

Start the recording by stating your name, age, and DOB. Create your own combinations both at the barre and in the center using the below requirements. You do not need to do both sides in combinations.

Barre:

• Grande plie in each position
• Tendu en crois with demi plie
• Tendu and degages en croix
• Rond de jambe en dehors and en dedans
• Developpe and fondu en croix, end with an arabesque
• Grand Battement en croix

Center Work:

• Adage, show ecarte and attitude
• Pirouette en dehors and en dedans
• Petit allegro
• Grand Allegro
• Ladies: Pointe work combination
• Men: double tours and pirouettes a la seconde en l'air

*Optional:

• What do you want to accomplish during this summer training course?
• Why do you like/love to dance?